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**Proper Citation**

UCSF DataShare (RRID:SCR_004340)

**Resource Information**

**URL:** [http://datashare.ucsf.edu/](http://datashare.ucsf.edu/)

**Proper Citation:** UCSF DataShare (RRID:SCR_004340)

**Description:** Platform to facilitate sharing, discovery, and secure access to UCSF biomedical data. It’s powered by the Dataverse Network platform, which supports a variety of data types, as well as attribution and licensing needs. Researchers may share datasets, discover data from other labs, and reuse data. Links to tools and information that help scientists properly organize, manage, and document their datasets are also provided.

**Abbreviations:** UCSF DataShare

**Synonyms:** UCSF Dataverse Network

**Resource Type:** storage service resource, database, catalog, service resource, data or information resource, data repository

**Keywords:** biomedical data, neuroimaging, mri, cognitive impairment, dementia, data sharing, data set

**Related Condition:** Aging

**Availability:** Open unspecified license, The community can contribute to this resource, (UCSF-affiliated researcher), Data Use Agreement, Acknowledgement required

**Resource Name:** UCSF DataShare

**Resource ID:** SCR_004340

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_35596
Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for UCSF DataShare.

No alerts have been found for UCSF DataShare.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 1 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.